For Date: 07/02/2018  -  Monday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-14701</td>
<td>0044</td>
<td>MOTOR VEHICLE STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHAWNEEN AVE + ALDRICH RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRY/BLK 2013 HYUN ELANTR Reg: PC MA 7EN343 VIN: KMHD35LE8DU067145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Verbal for operating without headlights.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 18-14702    | 0049 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK        | finish              |
|             |      | [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD |                      |
|             |      | Property check.                |                     |
|             |      | Narrative: Clear checks ok.    |                     |

| 18-14703    | 0058 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY            | Unfounded           |
| Location/Address: | LAKE ST | | |
|             |      | Narrative: Tewksbury PD stating they had an officer observe a male party walking in a hoodie and pajama pants toward Wilmington on Lake St. |
|             |      | Narrative: 31- Checked the area, unable to locate. |

| 18-14704    | 0113 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP             | Citation/Warning Issued |
|             |      | SHAWNEEN AVE                   |                      |
|             |      | BLK 2015 SUBA SE LEGACY Reg: PC MA 2GC573 VIN: 4S3B6NL67F3058556 |
|             |      | Narrative: written warning for speed. |

| 18-14705    | 0209 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY            | finish              |
| Location/Address: | [WIL 1187] DUNKIN DONUTS - CONCORD ST | | |
|             |      | Narrative: Bumper found at this location. |
|             |      | another vehicle was in the area, most likely unrelated Ma reg 4YB438. |

| 18-14706    | 0216 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP             | Citation/Warning Issued |
|             |      | [WIL 1008] HYUNDAI BILL DUBE - MAIN ST |                      |
|             |      | WHI 2010 DODG RAMTRU Reg: PC MA 7AP380 VIN: 1D7RV1GT2AS161167 |
|             |      | Narrative: written warning for defective equipment. |

| 18-14707    | 0239 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY            | finish              |
|             |      | MIDDLESEX AVE + NORTH ST       |                      |
|             |      | Narrative: Out with a male party on foot. |
|             |      | Narrative: Male party sent on his way, party stated he works at Bimbo Bakery on Ballardvale. |

| 18-14708    | 0250 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY            | finish              |
|             |      | MIDDLESEX AVE                  |                      |
18-14713  0324  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: SIL 2015 NISS HB VERSA  Reg: PC NH 4273210  VIN: 3N1CE2CP3FL384891
Narrative: written warning for speed.

18-14714  0508  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  Could Not Locate

Vicinity of: WALTHAM ST
Narrative: Caller states truck idling in the lot.

18-14715  0527  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish

Vicinity of: WALTHAM ST
Vehicle: RED 2011  Reg: TL TX R304278  VIN: 1XKADP3X2CJ322224
Narrative: caller stating truck is there idling, doesn't appear that anybody is in the cab.

18-14716  0541  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish

Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. Seems to be an on going issue.

18-14717  0553  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2011 HOND UT PILOT  Reg: PC MA 4AH733  VIN: 5FNYF4H52BB041498
Narrative: written warning for stop sign violation.

18-14718  0602  Police Departmental Service  finish

Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: town beach open for the day.

18-14719  0605  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93SBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: WHI 2003 CHEV SE VENTUR  Reg: PC MA 755JA1  VIN: 1GNDX13E43D141166
Narrative: WRITTEN WARNING FOR RED LIGHT.

18-14720  0646  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish

Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE + SWAIN RD
Narrative:
Tree limb resting on a Verizon cable wire hanging over the street, Verizon was notified and they stated they did not deal with trees or branches. 35 requested a supervisor contact him at the station.

18-14723 0844 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 77] CHARLES RIVER LAB - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: 911 hangup, confirmed accidental with security

18-14724 0908 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: 31- area check

18-14725 0912 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: CHESTNUT ST
Narrative: ACO- out on a follow-up for the Board of Health
Narrative: ACO- nobody home at this time, clear.

18-14727 0948 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WILDWOOD ST + MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Road closure due to fireworks being set-up

18-14728 1017 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: 31- area check

18-14729 1050 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: 33- area check

18-14730 1054 Police Departmental Service log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: mail run

18-14733 1100 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: ACO- advised a female party with a dog on the grassy area by the lake on the Burnap St side of the by-law

18-14734 1105 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: JEWEL DR
Vehicle: BLU 2013 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 27065 VIN: 5YFBU4EE5DP218651
Narrative: 41- parking enforcement
Narrative: 41- vehicle belonging to Orkin and 2 trucks that belong at Super Service in Bay 6 have been moved off the roadway
Narrative: 41- parking citation issued to one vehicle (code 5), clear
of the enforcement

18-14736 1109 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative: Caller reports mother was struck in leg by vehicle while crossing in crosswalk, MA Reg 8EK430 did not stop possibly still in plaza
Narrative: Party denies injury
Narrative: 33- viewed surveillance camera footage, will be contacting the loss prevention department for a copy of the footage, clear.

Refer To Incident: 18-696-OF

18-14735 1110 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1125] CVS - MAIN ST
Narrative: 2 car mvc, no injuries reported
Narrative: 34- no action needed, minor scrape, paperwork exchange, clear.

18-14737 1121 SERVE SUMMONS log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 5715] SALEM ST
Narrative: 32- attempting to serve
Narrative: Served in hand

18-14738 1122 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: CT MD Reg: NONE
Narrative: 35- out with a scooter, no reg
Narrative: Citation for marked lanes violation, improper passing and improper railroad crossing

18-14739 1128 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Arrest(s) Made
Location/Address: EVERGREEN DR
Vehicle: RED 1998 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 6ALN30 VIN: 1G1NE52M9W6254986
Towed: For: Arrest/Custody By: A&S Towing
Narrative: Caller reporting he believes someone is attempting to break into his upstairs neighbor’s apartment through the slider door on the patio

Narrative: 20 returning 1 female 46518.4
Narrative: 34 returning 1 female 2308.0
Narrative: 29 Returning 1 male in custody
Narrative: 34 e/m 2391.1
Narrative:
20 e/m 46521.4

Refer To Arrest: 18-242-AR
Arrest: DICOCO, MARISSA PAIGE
Address: 108 DELORES TEWKSBURY, MA
Age: 19
Charges: B&E BUILDING DAYTIME FOR FELONY
DRUG, POSSESS CLASS E

Refer To Arrest: 18-243-AR
Arrest: ARSNAULT, ALEXA LEE
Address: 34 TANGLEWOOD AVE TEWKSBURY, MA
Age: 19
Charges: B&E BUILDING DAYTIME FOR FELONY

Refer To Arrest: 18-244-AR
Arrest: FLEMING, JARRED PATRICK
Address: 21 CARDINGTON AVE BILLERICA, MA
Age: 20
Charges: B&E BUILDING DAYTIME FOR FELONY
LIQUOR, PERSON UNDER 21 POSSESS

18-14740 1130 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Narrative:
41- sewer manhole cover is out of place and needs to be addressed

Narrative:
DPW notified.

18-14742 1202 ALARM, BURGLAR
False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1342] CARDIVALE, CELESTE - WEBBER ST
Narrative:
basement motion alarm

Narrative:
31- homeowner on scene, no issues found, units clear.

18-14743 1217 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 JEEP UT GRACHE Reg: PC MA 5FXK10 VIN: 1J4GW58NX4C259832
Narrative:
34- area check

Narrative:
34- plate listed given a verbal warning for handicap parking violation and moved, no other issues, clear

18-14744 1224 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD
Location/Address: [WIL 133] TECOMET INC. - EAMES ST
Narrative:
Party reporting a theft over the weekend of a barrel of zirconium off of a pallet in the lot valued at $603.50

Narrative:
33- no video on premises, units clear.

Narrative:
See report.

Refer To Incident: 18-697-OF

18-14745 1236 DISABLED MV
finish
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BRO 2010 DODG CARAVA Reg: TX MA TA300F VIN: 2D4RN5D1XAR433750
Narrative:
Several calls that a DMV on scene is causing a traffic issue while changing a flat tire

Narrative:
34- vehicles are completely off the roadway, will be on their way shortly, clear.

18-14748 1256 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE + HOPKINS ST
Narrative: Report of table in road
Narrative: 34 reports furniture dolly with air conditioner, moved to side of road prior to officer arrival.
***Faxed to DPW***

18-14749 1306 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: 34- area check

18-14753 1410 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: MAIN ST + MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Rail gates stuck down
Narrative: 22 reports Keolis on scene and gates are up

18-14754 1429 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 3190] WATER PUMPING STATION - SALEM ST
Narrative: Check of area

18-14755 1520 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HOND CIVIC Reg: PC MA 1NA119 VIN: SHHFK7H21HU428285
Narrative: 26 - verbal for going straight in turn only lane

18-14756 1527 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of the area.
Narrative: 33-Clear, checks ok.

18-14757 1531 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WIL 3037] SALEM ST
Narrative: Caller reporting he was contacted by IRS scammer, did not give out personal information. Advised not to answer numbers he's not familiar with.

18-14758 1535 Police Departmental Service
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative: Worker at the house found a syringe on the ground.
18-14759 1558 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 hangup. Confirmed accidental call with Jeff from security.

18-14760 1618 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: CLORINDA RD
Narrative:
Passerby reporting 2 loose shepherd style dogs, 1 black and 1 brown with a harness. Last seen on Clorinda Rd heading away from Glen Rd.

18-14762 1706 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 1068] NURATH GROUP HOME - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
Assisting the FD.

18-14764 1744 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: ST PAUL ST
Narrative:
Assisting the FD with a lift assist.

18-14765 1757 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Check of the beach.

18-14766 1803 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Check of the area.

18-14767 1806 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Check of the area.

18-14769 1829 DISTURBANCE under control
Location/Address: 
Narrative:
Mother requesting her adult son be removed from the residence.

Refer To Incident:

18-14772 1843 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2017 MERZ C43 Reg: PC MA 7NNL30 VIN: WDDWK6EB1BF492232
Narrative: Verbal for unsafe lane change.

18-14773 1844 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: GRY 2008 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 4522E7 VIN: 1N4AL21E28C253239
Narrative: Verbal warning issued for failure to grant right of way to an ambulance.

18-14774 1914 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: SEE REPORT.
Refer To Incident: 18-699-OF

18-14775 1926 FOUND PROPERTY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1187] DUNKIN DONUTS - CONCORD ST
Narrative: Walk in party found an out of state ID at the Dunkin Donuts, turned into the station officer.
Refer To Incident: 18-700-OF

18-14776 1939 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 81] BOUTWELL SCHOOL - BOUTWELL ST
Narrative: Alarm company stating they never recieve the arm signal.
Narrative: DISP: Glen Sullivan will be on scene there until about 2300.

18-14777 2002 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 5654] BOYAJIAN, THOAMS - KILBY ST
Narrative: entry/exit alarm x3
Narrative: 32-Units clear, conducted a perimeter check of the house, it appears secure, no audible alarm sounding.

18-14778 2007 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BRO 2016 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 4WZ226 VIN: 1N4ALJAP2GN371918
Vehicle: GRY 2015 NISS UT PATHFI Reg: PC MA 23DY88 VIN: 5N1AR2MM4FC720102
Narrative: Minor MVC, assisted with paperwork exchange.

18-14779 2017 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: CENTRAL ST
Narrative: Caller reporting there's vehicles on either side of the roadway, making it difficult for through traffic to navigate.
Narrative: 31-Vehicles have been moved, traffic and emergency vehicles will be able to pass. There are still vehicles parked on one side of the road, clear.

18-14780 2020 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Could Not Locate
Vicinity of: CHASE RD
Vehicle: RED 2015 SUBA IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 4EH524 VIN: JF1GP6C61FH268586
Narrative: Caller reporting she saw a maroon sedan in the area allegedly taking photos of her house. Plate provided, MA reg:5EH524, coming back as canceled.

Narrative:
34-Checked the area, GOA.

Narrative:
DISP: Resident called back after talking to a neighbor. The car in question is a maroon subaru hatchback according to the neighbor with a plate of MA 4EH524. Comes back to a Red Subaru Impreza.

18-14781 2028 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1072] WILMINGTON COLD STORAGE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: Small overhead door in the new building.

Narrative:
33-Building checks secure, clear.

18-14782 2102 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: CHANDLER RD
Vehicle: WHI 2016 KIA SORENT Reg: PC MA 6RT775 VIN: 5XYFGDA52GG179948
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: PC MA 4AN394 VIN: 5NPEZ4AF1FH211293
Vehicle: GRY 2012 ACUR SE TL Reg: PC MA 8468RR VIN: 190UASHF21CA004487
Vehicle: BLK 2016 CHEV SUBURB Reg: PC MA 4XK222 VIN: 1GNASH6C6GR320443
Narrative: Caller reporting vehicles parked on both sides of the road, an emergency vehicle would not be able to pass.

18-14783 2112 LOST PROPERTY finish
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Narrative: Caller reporting she may have dropped her black wristlet in last row of parking lot.

Narrative:
Unable to locate at this time.

18-14784 2116 CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address:
Narrative:

18-14785 2132 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: CHANDLER RD
Vehicle: WHI 2011 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 2CM258 VIN: 1FTFX1EF6BFB27800
Vehicle: BLK 2016 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 3FC781 VIN: 2T3BE4V0G4W454934
Narrative: 33 assisted with paperwork exchange from a minor MVC.

Narrative:
33: Rav 4 backed up into the F150.

18-14786 2136 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: CHURCH ST + ADAMS ST
Narrative: Assisting with traffic for the fireworks.
18-14787 2137 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: FEDERAL ST + MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Assisting with traffic for fireworks.

18-14788 2143 FOUND PROPERTY log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 2532] FOURTH OF JULY BLDG - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: 174 found a wallet at the carnival. Dispatch made contact with wallet owner, who sent her boyfriend to retrieve it from the officer.

18-14789 2159 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 396] MBTA NORTH WILMINGTON - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Northbound train blocking Route 62 at this time.

18-14790 2206 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: FEDERAL ST + CONCORD ST
Narrative: 34 assisting with traffic flow from the fireworks.

18-14791 2209 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2008 NISS SE ALTIMA  Reg: PC MA 4KX555  VIN: 1N4AL21E08N41875
Vehicle: BRO 2003 FORD RANGER  Reg: PC MA 76BD82  VIN: 1FT2R45E93PA13348
Narrative: 172-2 car accident in front of the church.
Narrative: 197-Start FD, minor injuries with airbag deployment.
Narrative: 197-Nissan is unoccupied.
Narrative: 197-All parties sent on their way, clear.
Narrative: 197-All parties refused medical attention.

18-14793 2243 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93SBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: BLU 2005 BUTC SE LACROS  Reg: PC MA 8BY593  VIN: 2G4WD562351315905
Narrative: Written warning for marked lanes.

18-14794 2307 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY under control
Vicinity of: [WIL 2552] TOWN COMMON - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: 35- took a report of a panhandler giving people a hard time.
Narrative: 32 out with the male party at Abundant Life.
Narrative: 35- Reading Pd notified. Familiar with him around town collecting cans. Checks ok.
Narrative: 35- sent on his way.
18-14795  2324  FOUND PROPERTY

Location/Address: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
    money found on the common

Refer To Incident: 18-702-0F